
EMPOWERMENT

Everybody has a voice.
Assume Good Faith.

PRIVACY
of Correspondence, Identity,

Data, Location, Financials,
Body, and Territory.

FOUNDATION PRINCIPLES

TRANSPARENCY
Everybody can hold govt,

politicians, and authorities
accountable for their actions.

TICKS
The free exchange of Tools,
Ideas, Culture, Knowledge,

and Sentiments.

HUMANISM
Regardless of conditions
at birth, everybody has

the same rights.

DIVERSITY
Polyculture in all aspects

of society – technical,
educational, creative.

RESILIENCE
No single points of failure

that can be hijacked. Decen-
tralization and Sustainability.

SWARM ECON
Citizens, not corporations,

make the economy. Volunteer
work is valued.

QUALITY LEGISL
All laws are Necessary,

Effective, Proportionate,
and Evidence-Based.

PATENT MON
Patent monopolies are

abolished in their entirety,
being a net loss.

ENERGY
Uranium power replaced with
thorium. Incentives for decen-

tralized water, wind, solar.

COPYR'T MON
Monopolies preventing

creativity or sharing culture
are abolished in entirety.

MIL DOCTRINE
Redesigned around the
principle that nothing

can or should be kept secret.

EDUCATION
Use free knowledge, IT.

Teacher is not authority.
Foster swarmwork.

PROFIT MOTIVE
Evidence shows that profit

motive is a good driver
but that it can't go unchecked

MONOPOLIES
Private monopolies are

harmful. Public monopolies
should limit to law, infrastr.

JOBS
Foster entrepreneurship

and decentralization.

POLICE
Assume Good Faith.

Privacy.
Evidence Based.

SOCIAL SEC.
Unconditional Basic

income.

TAXES
Must be based on public

and accessible data.
Living space, VAT, pollution?

HEALTHCARE
Public data on performance.

TODO 2
TODO 3

IT
All public IT is auditable, free

software. Wi-fi wherever
there is streetlighting.

CONCLUSIONS

CITIZEN DATA
When databasing citizens,

it must be assumed
that all will leak, be abused.

NO SECRETS
Government works for the
citizens. It is not allowed

to hold secrets from its boss.

WHISTLEBL'ING
Strong whistleblower

protection laws that make
it illegal to search for Wbers.

POLICIES

NET NEUTR.
(add description of

net neutrality,
well-known)

DEMOCRACY
Privacy, Accountability,

Transparency and Rule of
Law are fundamental.

RULE OF LAW
Applies equally to all.
Society does not use

selective enforcement.

ACC'NTABILITY
Privacy and Transparency

lead to Accountability, a safe-
guard against corruption.

INFOFREEDOM
Monopolies on the exchange

of TICKS are abolished as
conditions permit over time.

UNIVERSITIES
Publicly funded, and the

results go back to the
public domain.

SUSTAINABILITY
Renewable and safe energy.

Tax pollution. Foster solutions
that lack transport.

NO RENT-SEEK
Corporate Welfare is the

antithesis of a free market.

FOREIGN POL.
Support deveilopment of

these policies abroad.
Transparent.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
While waiting for the copyright
and patent monopolies to go,

PD is strengthened.

ANONYMITY
The last line of defense in

privacy, demcracy, and whistle-
blowing is right to be anon.

PARTICIPATION
Everybody's participation is

not only possible, but
overwhelmingly positive.

MONEY NEUTR.
The economy must be as

decentralized and
anonymous as possible.

CULTURE SUBS.
Antyhing produced with
public funding, whole or
in part, is public domain.

GOVT DATA
All government-produced

TICKS are free to use
in any way.

BANK REFORM
Follows from Money Neutra-

lity, Resilience.

Philosophies and Policies of the Pirate Wheel
Boxes under Foundation and Principles are clickable for more information, with the rest coming later
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TRANSPORT
Free Public Transport.
Optimize for transport

of raw materials.

http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/empowerment
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/privacy
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/transparency
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/ticks
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/humanism
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/diversity
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/resilience
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/swarm-economy
http://falkvinge.net/pirate-wheel/principles/quality-legislation
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